Conjugated Polymeric Liposomes: A Hybrid Carrier for Contemporary Drug Delivery †
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Abstract: Liposomes are artificial vesicles encapsulating the drug moiety. The structural adaptability of liposomes has been employed to make them drug carriers for smart delivery systems, improving bioavailability, stability, target delivery, etc. However, conventional liposomes have some drawbacks, such as limited payload, shorter in vivo circulatory lifespan, unregulated releasing properties, rapid clearance from bloodstream, etc. Polymeric modification of the liposomes addressed and effectively overcame all the drawbacks of conventional liposomes. Polymeric materials offer indefinite structural diversity, thus a substantial portion of the materials has been employed for drug-targeting methods and controlled drug release. Conjugation of liposomes and polymers develops a hybrid vesicle with intermediary physicochemical and stimulus responsive properties (pH, temperature, etc.). The reliability of liposomes with respect to pH, nature of drug moiety, enzyme, and immune response can be strengthened by polymers. Polymer modified liposomes also enhance the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profile of the drug moiety. The form of polymer, cross-linking agent, interaction, and bonding used during polymerized modification of liposomes all have an impact on their activity. According to the extensive review of the literature that is accessible in the different data sources, research in this field is proactively involved in the synthesis of newer polymeric materials, and the supramolecular structuring of the different chemicals.
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1. Introduction

In 1964, at the Babraham Institute in Cambridge, British haematologist Dr. Alec D. Bangham first discovered liposomes. The words “Lipos”, which means fat, and “Soma”, which means body, are the origins of the term “liposome” referring to the lipids (phospholipids), the components that made up its structure [1].

Liposomes are tiny, spherical artificial vesicles that can be built using cholesterol and safe phospholipids, having particles ranging in size from 30 nm over micrometres [2]. The liposome has distinctive lipid bilayers, which matches the cell’s plasma membrane, and is an efficient and secure format for administration by entrapping the drug moiety.

Various medication prospects can be incorporated into both their hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. It is evident that even gases like nitric oxide can be trapped within liposomes [3]. Different liposome preparation techniques were invented during the 1960s...
and 1970s to explore the physiological activity of membranes and membrane bound proteins. In the year 1970, liposomes were presented as drug carriers that might change a medicine’s therapeutic index by lowering its toxicity or boosting its efficacy (or perhaps both), depending on the parent drug [3]. Liposomes as a drug delivery system have numerous benefits, such as biocompatibility, the ability to self-assemble, the capacity to deliver huge drug payloads, and a variety of physicochemical and biophysical parameters that can be altered to control their biological features [5].

2. Conventional Liposomes

In order to boost the desired properties, such as targeting capability, enhanced selectivity, improved cell internalisation, extended period of exposure, minimised side effects, better therapeutic index, and active targeting, the liposomal delivery system evolves as a convenient and widespread strategic approach [6]. Liposomes became more prominent as they are able to encapsulate both hydrophilic and lipophilic drugs in an aqueous core and lipid bilayer, respectively, thus are appealing for drug loading [7]. The Figure 1 shows structure of conventional liposome.

![Figure 1. Conventional liposome.](image)

Liposomes as drug carrier agents are designed to selectively localise therapeutic drugs to sick regions, such as tumours or inflammatory regions. Either passive or active targeting can be used to achieve selective localization [8].

- Active targeting—in active targeting, to increase contact with a targeted cellular membrane, certain targeting ligands are linked to the liposome surface [9]. Through receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME), often referred to as active drug targeting, those ligands bind to specific receptors on the surface of cells and encourage the internalisation of therapeutic compounds that operate on cellular organelles, such as mitochondria, microtubules, the nucleus, etc. [10].
- Passive Targeting—the primary reason liposomes are able to passively target tumour tissues is due to the differing pore diameters of tumour vascular endothelium as compared to the ‘tightly’ structures present within healthy capillaries. An optimal targeting aim would be attained if liposomes were prepared with a size that allows them to extravasate in tumour tissues, simultaneously preventing the carriers from exiting the capillaries in healthy tissue [11].

3. Conjugated Polymeric Liposomes

When the primary -C-C backbone of a compound has alternating sigma and pi bonds, the macromolecule is referred to as a conjugated polymer [12]. The term “Conjugated Polymeric Liposomes” applies to the hybrid carrier known as “polymer-modified liposomes” that have polymers bonded or attached to liposome surfaces. Moreover, the introduction of polymers helps to create liposomes with a decent condition, such as zeta potential, surface characteristics, particle characteristics and membrane flexibility [13].
By retrieving the features of every constituent material, conjugated polymers and liposomes enable the fabrication of surfaces with distinctive properties. Liposomes offer a soft template with a flexible surface chemistry, a prototype for the cell membrane, drug loading, encapsulation and efficient delivery [14]. Table 1 below mentions certain advantages of conjugated polymeric liposomes over conventional ones [15].

**Table 1. Potential advantages of conjugated polymeric liposomes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced solubility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolong circulation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving immunological response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surpassing biological barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled release of drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Various surface alterations offer various advantages. Liposome surface modifications and functionalization can significantly enhance the treatment of solid tumours and cancer. By modifying these liposomes, novel and effective anticancer drug delivery strategies are made possible. Due to their distinct physiology, treating malignant tumours with traditional therapeutic methods presents a significant challenge [16].

Liposomes can have their modification with polymers via at least one of the following methods: polymers grafted onto the liposome or coating the liposomes with physiosorbed polymers. Furthermore, by combining polymers with more distinct activity, multi-functional liposomes have also been developed [17].

3.1. “Grafted” Polymeric Liposomes

Most often, modifications of polymer chains are added to the surfaces of liposomes via a “grafting” technique [18]. Two concentration zones of polymer lipid content may be identified after the process of polymers grafting on solid substrates. These are distinguished by the grafted polymer chain’s so-called “mushroom” and “brush” forms. At low grafted polymer concentrations, the mushroom regime prevails, while at greater concentrations, the brush regime [19]. The Figure 2 shows structure of grafted polymeric liposome.

![Figure 2. Grafted polymeric liposome.](image)

3.1.1. PEG (Polyethylene Glycol) Grafted Liposomes

A biocompatible addition is frequently performed with the inert, water-soluble polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG). PEG-polymers have been surface-grafted prevent protein adsorption and adherence to cellular interfaces. The PEG-lipids in liposomes prevent the adsorption of several immune system elements along with interactions between lipoproteins and lipolytic enzymes [20]. A lipid molecule when covalently bonded to a polymer of
polyethylene glycol forms the stealth lipid. The addition of these stealth lipids gives the liposome the potential to persist in blood circulation for significantly longer time spans as compared to the behaviour of “conventional” liposomes [19]. Doxil®, which is approved for the treatment of Kaposi’s sarcoma, breast cancer, ovarian cancer, and multiple myeloma, is the most effective example of a PEG grafted liposomal formulation [21].

3.1.2. Zwitter Ion Grafted Liposome

Zwitter ionic materials are characterised by strong dipole moments and highly charged groups, and they also include an equal amount of both cationic and anionic moieties at the same time, preserving overall electrical neutrality and high hydrophilicity [22]. The ability of zwitterionic surface grafting to transfer stealth qualities to a polymer substrate in order to escape the body’s fibrotic and immunological reactions is well known for drug delivery applications. Bioseparations and functionalizing nanomaterials on porous structures in liquid chromatography are further uses of zwitterionic polymer-based surface grafting [23]. Chemotherapeutic (anticancer) agents, DNA, and protein have all been successfully delivered using zwitterionic drug carriers as a biomimicry technique. It should be emphasized that zwitterionic molecules should not only be taken into account as a substitute for PEG, but also because they provide some special qualities that are particularly advantageous for biomedical applications [24].

3.2. “Coated” Polymeric Liposomes

Simply blending the prepared liposomal suspension with a polymer solution produced polymer coated liposomes. The polymer concentration utilised in coating liposomes determined how much their particle size increased [25]. The coating of some hydrophilic and extensible polymers, with physiologically stable and long-circulating liposomes with the objective of drug delivery, has become one of the most well-known and effective techniques [26]. The electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes makes the layer by layer (LbL) approach a flexible and adaptable way for fabricating polyelectrolyte multilayer films. It can be used with many different templates, including liposomes [27]. The Figure 3 shows structure of coated polymeric liposome.

![Figure 3. Coated polymeric liposomes.](image)

4. Application of Conjugated Polymeric Liposomes

4.1. Stimuli Responsive

In the absence of stimuli, the stimuli-responsive polymers should encapsulate medication securely and release them when the stimuli are present. Two types of stimuli can be regarded: either endogenous or exogenous stimuli [28]. Change in the pH, enzyme concentration, and redox gradient are examples of endogenous stimuli that are characteristic of the pathogenic aspects of disease. Exogenous stimuli are those that are purposely applied
to the body from the outside, such as heat, light, electromagnetic field, etc. [29]. Thus, stimuli-responsive drug delivery has drawn a lot of attention because of its remarkable ability in adapting to the changed conditions of diseased tissues [30].

4.2. pH Sensitive

The protective effects of additional liposomal formulations with unique environment-controlled release of drug are accessible with pH-sensitive liposomes. There is proof that the alkylated N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) co-polymer makes liposomes pH sensitive [31]. Continually putting pH-sensitive components to liposome dispersion or incorporating pH-sensitive lipids and polymers when creating vesicles can produce pH-sensitive liposomes. Such liposomes are stable at physiological pH but become unstable and develop fusogenic properties in the target tissue’s acidic environment, which effectively releases the aqueous encapsulated substance into the cytoplasm [32].

4.3. Thermosensitive

Due of the regulated and anticipated heating of tumours via external sources of energy, temperature sensitive vesicles, i.e., liposomes, are a highly appealing choice. Using lysolipids and artificial thermo-sensitive polymers(TSPs), temperature-sensitization of liposomes has been demonstrated [33]. The architecture of the polymer should also take into account how the TSPs will be used in the end product, for example, improving cellular activity in tissue regeneration scaffolds necessitates a non-invasive implant. TSPs exhibit either lower-critical solution temperature (LCST, greater than body temperature) or upper-critical solution temperature (UCST) phase behaviours depending on material selection policies and design conditions [34].

5. Conclusions

Using liposomes for drug delivery is a well-established field after a lot of progress. As research advances, methods for avoiding the constraints and drawbacks of conventional liposomes emerge. Thus, polymer modified liposomes have been demonstrated to be effective and convenient vesicles for systematic drug delivery. The requisite physiochemical performance aspects, such as surface chemistry, and functionality, should be rationally developed using polymers and lipids. To conclude, conjugated polymeric liposomes as hybrid drug carriers have a wide range of potential uses. However, further significant studies and efforts need to be undertaken in this arena for advance clinical translation.
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